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THE SYNCHRONICITY INVESTOR
No matter if you are a homeowner, a small business owner, or a decision
maker at a real estate conglomerate, The Synchronicity Investor (TSI) is committed to providing you with choice and transparency so that you can make
informed decisions.
With all of the information and misinformation that is out there, we want to make it easy for you
to find the resources that you need. We encourage you to think of TSI as your go to source.

Note: Content for the TSI DIGITAL DIGEST is provided by Real Property Experts LLC and
authored by Pierre Mouchette

PUBLICATIONS
All publications provide accurate and authoritative information for:






HOMEOWNERS - obtaining homeownership, maintaining your investment , and
much more.
REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS - we
provide educational excellent material to
help you enhance your career, and the services you provide to others.
INVESTORS - we have content related to
legal services, accounting, financing, taxes,
insurance, management, investment and
more.

This Real Property Experts LLC (RPE) publication provides information about the subject
matter covered. The author and publisher of
this content are not acting as licensed professionals in the presentation of covered material
and are not qualified to give advice normally
provided by professionals in the fields of expertise of this content, nor are they responsible for
errors and omissions. The information and
statements made, are for educational purposes
and are not intended to replace a one-on-one
relationship with a qualified attorney, accountant, tax professional, or other licensed professionals. You are solely responsible for the use
of any content and hold Real Property Experts
LLC, its’ subsidiary’s, and members harmless in
any event or claim, demand, or damage, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, asserted by any
third party, or arising out of your use of, or conduct on, articles and/or products.

WEBSITE
THE SYNCHRONICITY INVESTOR website
contains hundreds of articles on Real Estate,
everyday Life, and the Environment.
- ALL AVAILABLE FOR FREE There you will find more Books, Booklets,
Guides, How-to-Articles, Environmental and Life
Knowledge Publications.

TSI DIGITAL DIGEST
This publication will provide you with both information, and knowledgeable facts, on matters
that you may be challenged with.

RPE writers provide applicable content and
break down complex topics so they are easier to
understand. Information given may not apply
to your specific situation, and products or services recommended may not be a good fit for
your application. While RPE strives to provide
accurate up-to-date content, we cannot guarantee the accuracy and completeness of information provided. By using this content, you
understand that all material is an expression of
opinions and not professional advice.
RPE regularly updates articles, but it is possible
that we may miss something. Use our content
as a starting point before selecting to use and
choose a service or product. The reader is advised to keep up to date on activities in their
locale by consulting with the appropriate
licensed professionals for decisions that could
affect them.
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ABOUT
An ebook, short for electronic books, is a publication that is available in digital
format. An ebook can contain the same elements as a regular book, including
content, chapters, images, graphs, references, bibliographies, and more. Some
things distinguish an ebook from other text-based electronic documents (ebooks
are non-editable, and most importantly, are reflowable). Yes, there are times when
a physical book makes more sense (if you are giving it as a gift or if you need to
make a significant number of annotations as you read). But ebooks are
unquestionably cheaper and more convenient for day-to-day reading.
The exception to the reflowable rule is PDFs (not an ebook) because it has a fixed
layout (not reflowable). A PDF follows the formatting of a printed book. A PDF
book is based on a cross-platform file format that can be viewed by anyone with
the free Acrobat Reader software.
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ELECTRONIC BOOK FORMATS
What is a PDF? - PDF is short for ‘portable document format’. It is a
computer program that formats a document to make it easier for computers to
share while still retaining the original formatting (fonts, text, images, etc.). PDF is
the default format for static documents.
The PDF document is indifferent to the device that it is displayed on, or the
operating system (Apple/Microsoft) that is used. It is the standard way for people

to share electronic documents.
The problem with eBooks created with PDF is that they can be difficult to read on a
small screen, such as on a cell phone, because the text and images do not flow
gracefully enough to be read.
A PDF file is an electronic file and the basis of every electronic book (eBook).
From a PDF the two major eBook formats are created, EPUB and MOBI.

What Is EPUB? - EPUB is short for ‘electronic publication format.’ It is a
computer program that formats a document to make it easier for computers and
small-screen devices to display readable text.
EPUB makes the text adapt to every screen size. It can do this because it is like a
web page, and an ebook reader is like a web browser. EPUB is the default
format for re-flowable documents.

Note: PDF will remain the standard for document sharing MS Word and Excel
documents.
EPUB is the publishing industry standard because it was designed to make a book’s

content re-flowable irrespective of the size of the screen of the ebook reader,
portable/mobile device, or computer screen. The most important point is that
EPUB is the standard ‘open format’ for the publishing industry and quickly
becoming the standard for most reading devices. It is maintained by the publishing
group of the Worldwide Web Consortium (W3C), the organization that develops
web standards.
The EPUB format is accepted and distributed directly by most major ebook stores,
including Google, Apple’s iBookstore, Barnes and Noble’s Nook, and Kobo. EPUB is
also the format favored by libraries for ebook lending.
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The latest version of the EPUB standard is EPUB3 (the first major revision since
2007). This version implements a group of new features that aim to address key
limitations in today’s ebooks. The key to this is its support for the latest web
standards (HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript).

Open Format Vs. Closed Format - Open format means that a wide range of
reading devices can display the publication. Closed format means that the
publication can only be read on the device that it was downloaded onto (meaning it
is proprietary to one company).
Amazon’s Kindle uses a closed format, which means that publications must be
downloaded to the Kindle or can only be read on a computer or smartphone if the
Kindle app is installed. Amazon has begun the process of phasing out the Mobi
format in favor of its next-generation format, called AZW3.
Kindle readers and apps read AZW3 files, as well as the earlier AZW format and
even older MOBI files. They do not read epub files.
Note: Amazon owns the MOBI/AZW3 format. No other retailer’s system can read
it. Also, Amazon adds unique features like X-Ray, Text-to-speech, and Whispersync
to the new AZW3 format.
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WHICH EBOOK FORMAT?
For a Computer, Choose PDF
If you only expect to read your ebook on a computer (not on a phone or special
ebook device), then you should choose a PDF-based ebook. This is because PDFs
display the pages of a book exactly as they were designed by the book publisher.
In other words, a PDF will usually maintain the design integrity of the original
printed book. With other formats, pages can look different when displayed.

For a Hand-Held Device, Choose EPUB
PDFs sometimes display awkwardly on small screens, while the EPUB format is
designed especially for reading on smaller screens. If you have a smartphone,
PDA, or ebook reader device, then you should choose EPUB.

Note: If you have a propriety reading device, then you should use their software
(i.e., Amazon: Mobi / AZW / AZW3).
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Featured Book
Asset Protection for The Real Estate Investor
and Other Professionals
Finally, a book that is written in an easy-to-read
format, that will provide the reader with questions
and options to review with professional advisers.
Material covered is general and is not intended as a
comprehensive representation of all relevant issues.
Laws in each state vary, and the applicability of the
information provided in this book may change
depending on specific circumstances.
The reader is cautioned that the information
presented cannot be substituted for competent legal
advice.
Buy on AMAZON NOW!

TSI-Book Store:
Books; Manuals and Guides
for upload in PDF format.

Thanks for reading!
If you enjoyed this publication, share it with family and friends.
Please take a moment to let us know how we are doing.
Your support does make a difference.
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